
   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Knowledge Organiser:  Class: Banksy   Subject: Computing 
How can you be kind online?  How can you optimise the functions of Paint to make an effective logo? 

 
 
 

 

 

Being Kind Online: 

 Show empathy and understanding towards others            Key Vocabulary for Microsoft Paint on next page 

 Know the difference between banter and bullying 

 Only write positive comments, feedback and reviews  

 Only ‘like’ things people would want you to like 

 Donate online 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Voice Recorder on Ipad – tips: 

-ensure everyone is sat at same 

distance apart when speaking 

-everyone speaks at roughly the same 

volume 

-ensure you are recording in a quiet 

room with no background noise 

-practise first  



 

 

 

Tool Name Microsoft Paint Functions 

size 
Choose the desired thickness when you draw lines and curves or size when you use 
the Eraser tool 

Colour 1 
Colour 2 

Click either colour 1 (for foreground colour) or colour 2 (for background 
colour) and select a colour from colour palette to establish either foreground or 
background colour 

Colour palette Choose colour of your choice from the colour palette to colour your object. 

Shapes 
Choose your desired shape to draw an object such as line, ellipse, rectangle, triangle, 
etc. 

Brushes 
Choose a brush to paint thick or shaped freeform lines and curves. Click brushes and 
select a brush, click a shape and click a colour in the Colour box, then drag the 
pointer to paint. 

Pencil Use the Pencil to draw freeform lines or curves with selected size. 

Fill with colour 
Use Fill With Colour to fill the entire picture or an enclosed shape with colour. Click 
Fill With Colour, click a colour in the Colour box, and then click inside the area or 
line you want to fill. 

Text Use Text to enter text in the picture. 

Eraser Use the Eraser to clean areas of your drawing or picture.  

Colour picker 

Use Pick Colour to set the current foreground or background colour. Click Pick 
Colour, and then click the colour in your picture that you want to set as the 
foreground colour, or right-click the colour in your picture that you want to set as the 
background colour. 

Magnifier Use the Magnifier to zoom in or out on a section of your drawing or picture.  


